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I /I /hen Victor Popov emigrated from Russia 
V V with his wife, eight children, a daughter-in-
/aw and three grandchildren in 7 994, he arrived 
in Spokane knowing very little English. On June 
7 6, 200 7, he graduated from Eastern with a B.A. 
in finance. His son Pavel graduated the same day 
with a B.A. in computer science, and daughter 
Svetlana is working on a degree in management 
information systems. Another son starts classes at 
fall. 
O·~ •. ·; . ..;. ~~ ►·· "J here are great 
blessed country, 
our Lord, to the 
our teachers and TVl/"\nrlc-
00,.. ,:------ ( 
1/ /?eu. ,,<;Ye 
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DOCTORATE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
APPROVED BY LEGISLATURE 
In April, the Washington State Legisla-
ture passed a bill authorizing EWU to 
seek approval from the state's Higher 
Education Coordinating Board (HECB) to 
offer a Doctorate in Physical Therapy (DPT). 
Currently, the physical therapy degree 
at Eastern is a master's degree, and 
legislative authority was necessary 
before the university could pursue 
moving the degree program to the 
doctoral level. 
"This is very good news for Eastern 
and for our physical therapy students," 
said Dr. Stephen M . Jordan, EWU 
president. "The industry standard is 
moving to a doctoral degree in physical 
therapy, and it is important we provide 
for our students the education they will 
need to become licensed in their field." 
Prior to passing the bill, the Senate 
concurred with a House amendment 
requiring that the DPT be an applied 
degree, which is a professional or 
practitioner degree rather than a 
research-based degree. 
"This fits well with Eastern 's mission 
of focusing on career preparation with a 
strong underpinning in the liberal arts," 
Jordan said. 
SPOKANE SYMPHONY PRESENTS 
SPECIAL CONCERT AT EWU 
This April, the Spokane Symphony 
returned to the campus of Eastern 
Washington University in Cheney to 
present a special concert, under the 
baton of Fabio Costa, associate 
conductor of the Symphony and 
conductor of EWU Orchestras. 
"A Special Evening with the Spokane 
Symphony" was held on April 4 in 
Showalter Auditorium, which was 
refurbished a few years ago, with special 
attention to acoustics and ambience. 
INES ZOZAYA-GEIST AND KRIS MIKKELSEN 
NAMED TO EWU BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Eastern Washington University 
community welcomes Ines Zozaya-Geist 
of Richland, Wash., and Kris Mikkelsen 
Eastern Washington University 
of Spokane as the newest members of 
the EWU Board of Trustees. 
Zozaya-Geist, former senior consult-
ant with Lockheed Martin Services, Inc., 
Richland, and Mikkelsen, general 
manager of Inland Power & Light, 
Spokane, were named to the board by 
Gov. Gary Locke. Both earned baccalau-
reate degrees from Eastern. 
They replace Jean L. Beschel of 
Spokane and Joe Jackson of Pasco, 
whose terms expired this past fall. 
Beschel and Jackson were both ap-
pointed to the board in 1985. 
"We welcome Ines Zozaya-Geist and 
Kris Mikkelsen to the board," said 
Michael Ormsby, chair of the EWU 
Board of Trustees. "Both are dynamic 
individuals with very successful careers 
and strong records of community 
service. We are pleased that they are 
returning to their alma mater as 
members of the governing board . 
Ines Zozaya-Geist was born and grew 
up in the Columbia Basin area, gradu-
ated from Connell High School and earned 
a B.A. in business administration from 
Eastern in 1986. She was a senior 
consultant at Lockheed Martin and recently 
became a stay-at-home mom. She was 
previously manager of Telecommunica-
tions Management Systems and manager 
of the 300 End User Computer Center 
at Richland's Boeing Computer Services. 
Kris Mikkelsen has been general 
manager of Inland Power & Light since 
March, 2000. She has been with the 
company since 1981, serving as 
assistant general manager for finance 
and administration, controller and 
accounting supervisor. 
A certified public accountant, she 
earned a B.A. in business administration 
and professional accounting from Eastern 
in 1981. She is on the Spokane Neigh-
borhood Action Programs Board of 
Directors and the Spokane Chamber of 
Commerce Public Policy Committee. 
EWU President Stephen M . Jordan 
has announced a new EWU 
Presidential Speaker Series 
beginning with the 2001-
2002 academic year-with 
~/~ 
Poland's Lech Walesa scheduled to be 
the first speaker on October 18. 
Walesa, founder of Poland's Solidarity 
movement and winner of the 1983 
Nobel Peace 
Prize, will give 
a free public 












institute this speaker series and that 
Lech Walesa will be our first presenter," 
said Dr. Jordan . "There is much we can 
learn from this man who contributed so 
significantly to changing the political 
and economic face of eastern Europe. 
We are honored that he begins what we 
hope will be a very successful series of 
speakers on important topics at Eastern 
Washington University." 
Walesa organized the pivotal strike at 
the Lenin Shipyards in Gdansk, Poland, 
in 1980, which influenced workers all 
over Polan<;] to strike. His Solidarity 
movement led Poland out of communism. 
STUDENTS, ALUMS CELEBRATE 
CULTURES AT WORLD PARTY EVENT 
More than 1,000 people attended the 
annual World Party at Eastern in April. 
This event celebrates cultures, ethnicities 
and countries, and is a wonderful 
opportunity for everyone to learn about 
and appreciate the uniqueness and 
similarities of all peoples. 
Entertainment included Middle East 
dancers, African belly dance, Hmong 
dance, Irish dancing, opera, karate and 
judo demonstrations and much more. 
A fashion show of traditional 
clothing from many nations and 
societies included participation by a 
number of Eastern's international 
students. 
There also were a large number of 
display booths where visitors could learn 
about the variety of cultures in the 
world through interaction, sampling 
cuisine, asking questions, having their 
names written in a foreign script and more. 
EWU's CtNco DE MAYO CELEBRATION 
FEATURES ART, DISCUSSIONS AND CULTURE 
The annual Eastern Washington 
University Cinco de Mayo Celebration 
was held April 30-May 5 and featured 
three new events, a Canto Al Pueblo 
(Song to the Community), an open-air 
fair to which K-12 students from the 
region were invited and a car show. 
"We wanted to do some different 
things this year; we want to keep things 
fresh," said Carlos Maldonado, chair of 
the Chicano Education Program at 
Eastern. "We think this year's events 
provided a good view of Chicano/Latino 
culture, celebrations, history, issues of 
interest - and a lot of fun besides." 
SEAHAWKS RETURN TO CHENEY 
The Seattle Seahawks and Eastern 
reached a multi-year agreement that will 
allow the Seahawks to return to 
Eastern's campus in Cheney for training 
camp for the next three summers. 
"I'm excited that we are able to 
return to Eastern," said Sea hawks 
Executive Vice President Mike Holmgren . 
"It's a great community, they treat us 
well and are easy to work with . They 
have a first-class athletic facility that 
provides us with a good opportunity to 
prepare for our season." 
"It's wonderful to have the Seahawks 
return to the east side of the state, and 
we are glad to be able to provide a 
'home' for them at Eastern," said Dr. 
Stephen M. Jordan, president of EWU. 
Scott Barnes, EWU Athletic Director, 
concurs: "We have enjoyed this 
partnership and are pleased it will 
continue. Our student athletes and 
coaches benefit by the opportunity to 
interact with the Seahawks' coaches 
and players, and the presence of this 
world class team brings a great energy 
and sense of excitement to our whole 
community." 
This will mark the 15th season overall 
and the fifth consecutive season that 
the Seahawks have spent their summer 
east of the Cascade Mountains. Eastern 
hosted the Seahawks inaugural training 
camp in 1976. 
The Seahawks' first practice at 
Eastern this summer is slated for July 29, 
with all practices open to the public. An 
Extravaganza event and scrimmage will 
again take place during camp on August 5. 
For more information, check out 
Eastern's website at www.ewu .edu and 
click on the Seahawks icon. 
£AGLE STATUE DEDICATED 
ON EWU CAMPUS 
The Spirit of the Eagle will soon be on 
permanent' display at Eastern . Although 
the Eagle became the official symbol _of 
the university decades ago, an appropriate 
representation of this mascot has never 
been established on the Cheney campus. 
This fall, however, as part of the 
newly remodeled Monroe Hall, a six- __ 









was created in 1982 to 
celebrate the 
university's 100th year. 
The eagle sculpture 
was created by Mont L. 
Crosland, a western 
and wildlife sculptor 
from Sandy, Utah. 
To support the 
expense of placing the 





can provide · 
support and in return be recognized as 
donors to this project in either the 
dedication ceremony program, a plaque 
at the site, or by receipt of a framed, 
commemorative photo for the dedica-
tion ceremony. Top donors will also 
receive a fabulous limited edition replica 
of the sculpture. 
For more details on assisting with the 
purchase and installation of this 
sculpture, call the EWU Foundation at 
(509) 359-6268. 
EWU RECEIVES $120,937 IN 
WASHINGTON TECHNOLOGY 
CENTER RESEARCH FUNDS 
Eastern received a grant of $120,937 
from the Washington Technology Center 
this winter for a biotech research project 
with a local company. 
The award was one of 10 given by 
the WTC, with dollars totaling $1.3 
million, and the only award given to a 
public comprehensive university in the 
state . 
EWU researcher Jim Fleming, adjunct 
professor of biology, received funding 
for a project he is developing with 
GenPrime, Inc., a biotech company in 
Spokane which has developed and is 
selling test kits for determining microbe 
concentrations in the cultured dairy and 
brewing industries. 
Fleming said the WTC funds will 
support generating a new rapid test _for 
raw milk, to alert farmers to contami-
nated milk within minutes rather than 






who partner with 
Washington companies to 
conduct technology research 
and development with the 
ultimate goal of helping the 
company grow and create 
jobs in the state. 
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Everyone has a favorite 
co llege professor. He 
or she is the one 
whose infectious 
laugh you can't forget. 
Whose rea l-l ife 
examples still hang in 
your memory. Whose 
abi lity to push you 
beyond your 
preconceived limits 
sti II keeps you push-
ing the envelope 
today, years after you 
graduated from 
Eastern. 
Here we offer a 
look back by some 
EWU graduates who 
just can't get their 
favorite professor out 
of their minds. 
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You're going to be a writer. You have been telling people this since you were 
eight, when you ran a newspaper from your basement and called your collection of 
comics a library. Now you're 18 and a freshman at EWU in the early 1980s. Your 
hair is feathered . You've been to discos. 
In spite of a lackluster high school GPA, you've landed in the Honors English 
program. For a while, you coast the way you did in high school, writing essays on 
"The Opening Line of Hamlet" and "The Telling Beginning of Oedipus." Read a 
page; write an essay. TV beckons. Road trips are made. A week of classes is missed. 
You pretend you have mono. 
At the end of each quarter you sell your textbooks and use the money to buy 
generic beer. The fast food industry eagerly awaits your graduation . 
Then, in the spring, you and your C-plus average drift into 
Don Wall 's Honors English class. He's funny and engaging, 
a challenge to your slacker genius. He assigns a book a 
week with an essay on each. A book a week. You do the 
math. Ten weeks. Ten books. This is roughly ten more than 
you have read so far in your college career. 
He sees through your first essay: "Imagery in the First 
Act of the Duchess of Malfi." You get a D. You consider 
faking mono again. 
You meet with Dr. Wall and confess that you are 
going to be a writer. "You have to be a reader 
first," he says. 
So you read. Dr. Wall helps, infusing 
discussions of literature,with humor and an 
easy intelligence. He's no snob, blindly 
following the canon . Alongside classics, he 
assigns an early Michener and McMurtry's 
wonderful "All My Friends Are Going To Be 
Strangers." 
He assigns "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest," and you are proud to have picked up the 
Don Wall, Professor of English (retired) Christ imagery in the twelve going to the water. 
But you missed the unreliable narrator, Dr. Wall 
gently chides. 
So you read it again. On your own! It's amazing, the layers of meaning . You can't 
stop thinking about it; a whole new world has sudden ly appeared and Dr. Wall is 
the only other person who sees it. 
You get an A-minus in his class, the hardest grade you 've ever worked for. When 
the quarter ends, you keep your books. 
Sixteen years later, your own novel is coming out and you have a chance to 
recognize a former professor. You remember a couple of journalism and creative 
writing professors who gave valuable instruction and inspiration. 
But your infant son has recently torn the cover off your rat-eared copy of "All My 
Friends Are Going to Be Strangers." You hold that book and remember how Dr. 
Wall woke you up, how he showed you what it takes to be a writer, and the magic 
that can be made by stringing together a couple dozen letters in various orders and 
progressions. 
You hold that coverless book and remember his patience, his enthusiasm for 
language and ideas. You sit at the keyboard and begin to write, the way you have 
almost every day since wandering into Dr. Wall's class. You're noodling around, not 
sure what to write, when this bit of literary magic occurs to you: Thank you so much. 
Jess Walter, writer 
BA - 1987 
E C T 0 
Ed. Note: Jess Walter's first novel, Over 
Tumbled Graves, was released by Regan 
Books in February He is the author of 
Every Knee Shall Bow (1995), the non-
fiction account of Randy Weaver and 
the incident at Ruby Ridge, and co-
author with Chris Dardon of In Con-
tempt, the view of the OJ Simpson trial 
which spent 30 weeks on The New York 
Times nonfiction best seller list. He lives 
and writes in Spokane. 
I first met Professor Lee Swedberg in 
the Fall of 1993. I was 43 years old and 
returning to school after a 20-year 
hiatus. This was a huge step for me and 
needless to say, I was nervous about it. 
Undecided about what classes to begin 
taking to supplement the huge aroount 
of seven credits I previously earned in 
the 1970s, I reviewed the downtown 
campus night-school listing. I settled on 
something that looked like a class I 
could apply to everyday life: Issues in 
Women's Studies. 
Lee Swedberg was the 
professor teaching 
that course . The 
majority of the 
students taking 
this class were 
young or mid-
twenties . I'm 
sure I was the 

















write a biography of our mother. Lee 
stated to the class "that should not be 
too hard, most of your mothers are still 
quite young . How many of you have 
mothers over 40?" A majority of 
students raised their hands. "Over 50?" 
Lee asked. A few more raised their 
hands. "Over 60?" The hands were 
getting less and less. "Over 70?" No 
hands. "Over 807" I raised my hand. 
"Well," Lee stated, "Francine will have a 
little more work to do than the rest of 
us, that's for sure!" The class chuckled 
and so did I. 
I went on to take 32 more credits in 
Women's Studies, thanks to the 
constant encouragement from Lee. In 
fact, my minor is Women's Studies. Lee 
encouraged me in a number of ways, 
including asking me to serve on the 
Women's Commission for EWU. 
Normally a one-year appointment, Lee 
requested that I stay on the Commission 
for two more years. I was very honored. 
Serving on the Women's Commission 
was a very rewarding experience and I 
was fortunate enough to meet a number 
of the women faculty from Eastern who 
believed in the same values as I do. 
Finally, my high admiration for Lee 
stems not only for her feminist philoso-
phy ("I could never dislike men," she 
used to state in class. "I have a husband 
and two sons whom I love very much."), 
but also for the fact that she is a biologist. 
Biology has always been the most 
fascinating subject to me, and Lee only 
helped to prove that. Taking the 
"Biology of Women" class from Lee was 
not only the hardest class I've probably 
ever taken, but one of the most 
interesting too. 
Professor Lee Swedberg is a very 
unique, knowledgeable and caring 
woman educator. Currently, as the first 
woman Chief Executive Officer for 
Spokane County, I believe Lee's prin-
ciples and philosophies taught me to be 
better prepared for this position I now 
hold . I'm thrilled she touched my life 
during the years I spent at Eastern. 
Francine Boxer 





My first experience with Howard 
Hopf occurred before I'd even met him. 
I was going through freshman orienta-
tion with my friends Tom Holcomb and 
Frank Bayman . Our tour guide asked 
what we were majoring in, and when 
we told him that we were with the 
School of Fine Arts, Department of 
Radio & Television, he looked at us and 
said, "They have a pretty flamboyant 
chair." 
And, of course, if you were in that 
major, you really majored in Howard 
because he taught most of the courses. 
His big "mother" class was advertis-
ing; that guy had connections with 
everybody. 
Dr. Boyd Devin, the chair of the 
Theatre Department, told of a time he 
walked into Howard's office when he 
was on the phone. Howard said, "Thank 
you, Walter, good-bye." He asked 
Howard who was on 
















be cross, but 
what was 
amazing is that 
he wouldn't 
accept anything Howard Hopf, Professor of 
but the best. His Journalism. (deceased) 
grading scale went 
from "Super" to "Excellent," "Good," 
" Fair," "Poor," to "Terrible-Rotten-
Awful." He would stand in the front of 
the class and say "This is so and so's 
paper," and rip it up, "T-E-R-R-I-B-L-E ! " 
If you go around radio and TV 
Eastern Washington University 7 
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production in the Northwest, you'll run 
into a certain percentage of Howard's 
people. Mary Windishar, one of 
Howard's former students, was working 
in production in Baltimore. She was 
working with a young woman who was 
a talk show host. Mary felt she was very 
good, but Mary also was trying to help 
build her confidence. The woman she 
was talking about is Oprah. So, you 
could say Hopf's influence extends even 
to Oprah! 
He was outrageous, mean, very 
tough, and had very high standards. But 
if you understood his philosophy, you 
became one of the best. 
Back in the 1970s, everyone was 
going to EWU. And Howard was a big 
influence on marketing with all the 
radio stations. 
Tom Armitage 
Drama & TV Production Instructor 
North Central High School 
BA-1977 
Scott Finnie was my mentor at EWU. 
I honestly would not have graduated 
without Scott's constant encourage-
ment. 
When I started to attend EWU, I 
wanted to be a teacher. But after taking 
education courses my first quarter in the 
fall of 1993, I came to realize this 
wasn't the sort of career I 
wanted. I decided to attend 
school just through spring 
quarter, 1994, then quit. 
During that quarter, I 
took one of Scott's Black 
Studies classes. I enjoyed it 
so much that I decided to 
go just one more quarter so I 
could take another one 
of Scott's classes. I 
enjoyed his classes so 
much that I "hung 
in there" and 
continued taking 
courses, graduat-
ing in 1997 with a 
bachelor's degree in 
liberal arts and a 
minor in Black 
Studies. 
day, there's an unspoken rule that blacks 
are not welcome there. 
For several quarters, I was one of 
Scott's teaching assistants. It was a 
unique experience. Scott is a conserva-
tive but will say something outlandish 
now and then just to get his students 
thinking, and a discussion going. I 
enjoyed watching the students' 
reactions-some gasping in disbelief, 
others giggling, some trying to defend 
the conservative stance, and still others 
agreeing with Scott's supposed position . 
It was enjoyable to sit through Scott's 
lectures and watch and listen to the 
students try to deal with what Scott had 
said to them. 
I have many positive memories of 
Scott, and I know that he is extremely 
popular with all his students. Professors 
like him make attending school an 
enjoyable experience. 
Tami Leigh 
BA-1977, Liberal Arts 
Minor, Black Studies 
When I think of Pam Parks, the first 
thing that comes to mind is diamonds. 
She is a fanatic. Even now when I talk to 
her on the phone, she tells me who is 
engaged and "the size of the rock on her 
finger." Pam herself has indulged in the 
diamond industry. I remember a pre-
game meal at Gatto's counting 
every diamond on her body and 
I think the grand total was over 
30 (including the tennis 
bracelet that I believe she has 
left me in her will) . It really is 
quite fitting because Pam 
(AKA Sparky) 
With Scott, I learned 
in my heart, not just my 
head. The things Scott 
Scott Finnie, Adjunct Professor African American Studies 
taught, the videos he showed, I truly 
learned about the African-American 
experience and the Civil Rights struggle. 
I'm from an Oklahoma town where only 
Native Americans and whites live. To this 
Eastern Washington University 
is a diamond herself. From the moment I 
met her when I was a shy high school 
senior, she has been nothing short of 
amazing. She saw something special in 
me right from the start and showed me 
everything special in her ever since. 
As we all know, 
Pam is 5-foot-2, give 
or maybe just take a 
few inches. Don't 
let her size or her 
smile fool you, for 
she is the most 
competi-
tive, 
Pam Parks, Professor of Physical Education 
competitive and competitive person 
around . She finds ways to win . Whether it 
is racquetball, cribbage, gambling, board 
games or even driving, she will win . If it's 
playing cards while she is driving (which is 
not at all uncommon) .. . she will still win . 
She can walk into a place with only one 
slot machine, and she will walk out with 
the jackpot. Or we can be driving out of 
Burbank Airport and, of course Pam will 
fly by the van at mach 8, waving and 
smiling, until Mr. State Patrol turns his 
lights on . At this point the van goes by 
her waving and smiling, but we find out 
later that she talked her way out of the 
ticket and managed to get directions for a 
short cut to the hotel. She always wins . 
Aside from her competitiveness, she 
can come across as very serious and 
tough. If you are brave enough to dig 
deeper into that exterior, you'll find it is 
easy to break. Once you do, you will find 
a loyal, caring, irreplaceable person . Pam 
puts an element of fun into practice, 
camps and even games. I like to think that 
I know Pam very well. I spent summers 
with her doing camps and have seen a side 
of her that not a lot of people get to see. 
She is very dedicated to volleyball, and 
the love that she gives to each one of her 
volley kids is so special. She's very well 
respected and successful and is a huge 
asset to EWU. Pam is a bonafide stud and 
the programs and people she is dedicated 




Illustrations by Judy McMillan 
So entranc~d were several alums 
with our story on student jobs last 
issue, that they sent us descriptions 
of their own jobs while students 
at Eastern. 
I graduated from EWU in 1986, 
with a BA in JJhotographic Sdence. I 
worked for the Departmetjt of Natural 
Resources fighting forest fires all over 
Washington State. Tworked .fot the DNR 
from 1980-1986. 
Hetb Harris 
BA-1986, Walla Walla, Wash. 
conditions .... All in alt it was a struggle. 
But then, wasn'tit supposed to be? 
· · °Qreg Cossette 
BA-1970, Post .Falls, Idaho 
I did hqshing (serving tables a{ 
... 1T}ealtim,e) for 10cents a meal.and 
washing dishes, for 10 cents an hout. I 
dlso did. babysitting, which was arranged 
by the Dean 6fWomm's Office, for 20 to 
25 cents an hour. · 
. When th} veierans with young 
families moved into "1'Trailerville," located 
near Monroe Hall, new .opportunities for 
baby-sitting were opertfd. . . 
, switchboard at 8.0 cents an hour. 
. Occasionally. we WOlf:ld switch toles, 
~depending on class §ehedule~, and studifs. 
.. Ayear later our first child was born and 
she also,i pefzt.many hours in her buggy in 
the post offlce/switchboard'. B.etween those. 
two jobs and R.B. 's' $27~90 stipend from · 
R0TC, we made it, never missed a meal 
or a rent payment dndhave great . · 
memories! 
ZelmaBellld 
BA-1956; Roy :B. (R.B.) 
Bernd, BA-1956, Olympia 
Since there were no evening meals on To set the scene, tuition cost $16.5Q 
Sunday, Sally (Wetzel) Cole, and Ruth a quarter, board and room $26.50 a 
(M.cDonald) Dom, would make grilled month. 
sandwiches in their room (3rd floor For Mr. Pence, I worked as an 
Monroe Hall) and sell them to willing, · assistantto his Scout troop.For Mr. Pierce, 
hungry college girls for 10 cents each. I was responsible for keeping/he Co~e 
What a buy! machine full on the main floor of 
In 1946, during Christmas vacation, I • Showalter; I cleaned the commuter lounge. 
worked at J.C. Penney's. That paycheck Ifith a stack of Glenn Milter and others 
helped me purchase my Tawanka ·sweater. playing on the phonograph, I could briskly 
Margaret (Smith) Cosgrove do the job. We would also be called upon 
When I was in college,] amied the . · BA-1947, Spokane . to more or less be utility infielders. 
mail ·in the summer to earn money to pay Miscellaneous: Taki1:zg tickets for 
for school.I also wor~ed one Christmas During the summers of 1979~801 events in the auditorium; invento,-y when 
deliveringpackages. Itpatdpff- when1 worked for Washington'sf)epartment of asked; '1h,ashing11 - servingfood in Monroe 
graduated and didn't get a teaching job, I Natural Resources as a Forest Fire · Hall dining rodrt} when·replacements were 
went back,. to the post office full time qnd, Lookout. . · • · needed. This paid ten cerits a meal: 
met my huslJarid. We just had our .23rd · \:c The first summer I iyas' the. 11relief' Certainly this could have· been the 
wedding anniversary. Our son started at lookput (or Sad1le .M~~ntain . and 11bestrnf times and the· worst of times,"· 
EWffthis•fall s<J we arrkeeping it in the . Cnewelan 1',eiik: Two(Rea firo aa•,.-,x•.,·~tS ··"""o::n'::"~" "''1"'' ''"'" biifto me, in retiospecr ifis remeinverea 
family. ·· · ··" · ea(:h tower and one day as.a crew as among thebest of times. Excuse the. 
,,. •~. Mae Senechal Greenwood member. 'When I wasn't onthe tower I nostalgic .tenoi of this piece~ but .it was a . 
BA .. 1976, ·Lake Stevens, Wash . . - rode along while firepermits were issued{ trjp b~cF,~through titne. 
· checked on camp grounds· and was even 
, The wor.stjob I everc had wasJolding called upon to help fight'fiTes: Chewela~ . . 
cow hides and loading them into semi- Peak was . interesting because it. sat at th~ 
trailers. The hides were slimy and smelled . top of 49. Degrees North," the ski resort. 1 
horrible. At'the end ofthe day, yQu had to · harfseveral visitdrs who tame to see what 
bum your clothes because you couldn't get it 'zooked like without snow. 
the horrible·smelJ oµt of tflem. The best . The second summer I was on Saddle 
job I ever had was student manager <Jt the Mountain 5 days·a week: It was dose 
PUB. ;;,.,.,.,,.,i!liii,!l!l',•~•-'@~-11-,"ff•'i.,,,,..m'l!ii~"~'!!r«fl"'--enough to Newport T could go home each · 
I worked su~mers for the iefferson 
County Highway Department, Shasta 
B.ottling; and Grown Zellerbach Paper to 
earn money for school. During the school 
year, I worked for the physical plant at 
;:, Eastern. Iwas the st:t.ident wstodian for 
the labs, classrooms and officescin the 
biology and chemistry wings of the science 
building: Mopping Y,oors, wiping boardf 
and cleaning urinals for $1.85 an houf 
was motivationlo getmy degr~e and. · 




The. summers I spent on the lookouts 
were very pea4eful an4 yes, often boring. 
There ivas time for reading all the books 
you didn't have .time for when you were in 
sr;hool. 
I<arenJ (Lynden) Lewis 
BA-1982, Fort Monroe, Virginia · 
{:@: 
We were. married in ou,;junior year. 
Moved to Trailerville .. R.B. managed to get 
the JOb as campus postmaster, the highest 
payjngstudentjob on:campus:(98 cents 
an hour).] got a job working the campus 
Barb Brock, professor of 
recreation management 
at EWU, belongs to an 
elite club in America - the 
two percent of the population whose 
living rooms, dens, kitchens and 
bedrooms are not graced by rectangular 
boxes spewing forth Americana in the 
form of Bart Simpson, would-be 
survivors, old movies and the evening 
news. That's right, Brock has no 
television set in her home. And hasn't 
for the past 17 years. 
"My husband and I just never got 
around to it," she says. "We got busy 
and never had time." 
But when she discovered, about two 
years ago, that 40% of the average 
American's leisure time is spent watch-
ing television, she thought to herself, 
"maybe this is why people aren't 
volunteering in the numbers they used 
to, aren't using recreational facilities, or 
spending more time outdoors." 
She also mused to herself what a 
difference it might make to society if 
just a portion of that TV time was spent 
on more useful and helpful activities. It 
might make for more quality family 
time. It could even have health ramifica-
tions, she reasoned, because people 
who volunteer, who get exercise, who 
participate in recreational activities are 
known to have higher levels of happi-
ness than couch potatoes. 
Most people have heard the data 
showing that 98% of the American 
population own a television (higher than 
the percentage with indoor plumbing), 
but Brock's curiosity caused her to delve 
more deeply into that statistic. 
"I started wondering about the two 
percent who watched no TV," says 
Brock. "Who were 




segment of our 
society? Were 




the only way to get 
some answers was to 
conduct a survey of a small 
segment of people who watched 
very little television or none at all. She 
queried some magazines, and the 
editors at Parents, among others, were 
happy to print her request for people to 
contact her if they didn't own TVs or 
watched six or fewer hours a week. 
"I honestly anticipated a few dozen 
responses if I was lucky, and planned to 
do some in-depth interviews over the 
phone." 
But to her surprise, Brock received 
more than 500 responses, including one 
from a man genuinely curious about the 
demographics. "Are we a bunch of Lola 
Granola nuts? Just Normal Joes? High 
and holy snots?" he wondered. 
Because of the heavy response, she 
scrapped plans for phone interviews 
and, armed with a $400 Northwest 
Institute mini-grant from the EWU 
Office of Grant and Research Develop-
ment, devised a 22-page survey with 100 
questions plus an essay section . In the 
process, she was helped by a number of 
people in coming up with questions, 
including EWU alumnus Michael Gurian 
('85 MFA), author of The Wonder of 
Boys, and Mary Pipher, author of the 
nationally acclaimed Reviving Ophelia. 
"Again," says Brock, "I expected a 
statistically small response from those I 
sent a survey; instead I got a 73.7% 
return. A lot of the reason why there 
was such a good response, I think, is 
because nobody had asked them these 
kinds of questions before." 
When surveys started coming back, 
there were many unique replies to the 
questions, but some consistency as well . 
To the question: "Are you missing out 
by not having a TV?" the most frequent 
response was : "What, are you kidding? 
'It's the people who do have TVs who are 
missing out-on life." 
To the question : "What positives 
come out of no TV?" an often written 
reply was, "I now have more time to do 
other, more important things." 
And, in response to the question: 
"What changes do you see in your 
family without TV?," a common answer 
was, "Our children get along better, we 
parents get along more, and our 
marriages fare better." 
Of the families surveyed by Brock, 80 
percent watched an hour or less a week. 
But they remain in touch with the news 
through newspapers, periodicals and 
listening to National Public Radio in the 
morning. 
For some survey participants, it wasn't 
all that difficult to stop watching TV. 
Many people said they had never liked 
wading through all the ads and promos 
to watch the few things they enjoyed. 
So, stopping altogether just wasn't that 
difficult. And they hadn't replaced one 
screen with another. A full 84% of 
respondents said the computer had not 
taken over the role of a television in 
their lives, even though most of them 
did have computers. 
So, what did people in Brock's survey 
do instead of watching television? 
continued on page 12 
Here are some of the findings 
from Barb Brock's survey: 
• Without a N in the home, 
children entertain themselves 
and play for long hours with 
fewer sibling fights. 70% of 
parents felt their children got 
along better with no TV. 
• One family with .an.Attention 
Deficit Disorder child reported 
removing TVfrom the home 
(under their pediatrician's 
advice). The child blossomed 
and took tremendous strides 
in development. 
• Respondents come from 43 
states and all walks of life, 
income brackets, levels of 
education, races, etc. Most 
are in their 30s, married with 
two children, have college 
degrees, earn $60,000-
$80,000 per year (range: less 
than $20,000 to $130,000-
plus), two-thirds have 
religious affiliations and 41 % 
send their kids to public 
schools (private and home 
school equally divided 
the rest). 
• 92 % of parents say their 
children "never or rarely" 
complain about the lack of 
TV or pressure them to buy 
brand names and 
popular toys. 
• As to their children's heroes, 
most votes went for Mom 
and Dad. Others include 
teachers, Harry Potter, Jesus, 
Martin Luther King, grand-
parents and Michael Jordan. 
• 80% of married couples feel 
their marriages are stronger 
due to no TV (ie; more time 
for meaningful conversation 
and cuddling). 
• More than 90% of families 
surveyed have sit-down 
dinners four or more times a 
week, with 43 % of those 
dinners taking 30 or 
more minutes. 
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No TV-continued from page 11 
Dozens of activities were cited, but 
the top two for adults were 1) reading 
and 2) conversation. They cited about 
an hour a day of meaningful conversa-
tion with children on average, and 48 
minutes of meaningful conversation 
with a spouse or partner. Reading also 
was the number one alternative for 
children, the second activity being 
fantasy play. Volunteerism was also a 
significant pasttime. 
For those who used to watch but 
now don't, there was this advice on 
how to turn-off: Go cold turkey. The 
kids will adapt within two weeks, if you 
can handle it! And: Be patient. If you 
can live through 20 minutes of whining, 
your children will find something to do. 
The results of Brock's survey were first 
printed in The TV Free American, the 
newsletter of the TV Turnoff Network, 
which sponsors TV-Turnoff Week across 
America. It also was featured in Time, 
Family Life, Parents, Parenting, Good 
Housekeeping and Family Circle 
magazines. 
Also this spring, she and Jon 
Hammermeister, assistant professor of 
health at Eastern, are conducting a web-
based survey on psychosocial character-
istics of TV-free families in comparison 
to low-TV and high-TV viewers . 
Finally, her subject matter notwith-
standing, Brock was an invited guest of 
the NBC show, Today, in January. Has 
she viewed that appearance herself? 
"Er, not yet," Brock admits with a 
smile. "I guess I really should watch it 
some time, shouldn't I?" 
Selected statistics about TV 
• Percentage of US households with at 
least one television: 98 
• Hours per year the average American 
youth watches television: 1, 154 
• Hours per year the average American 
youth spends in school: 900 
• Average number of hours per week 
that American children age 2-11 
watch TV: 19 hours, 40 minutes 
• Number of violent acts the average 
American child sees on TV by age 18: 
200,000 
• Number of TV commercials seen by 
the average American by age 65 : 2 
million 
• Percentage of Americans who can 
name The Three Stooges: 59 
• Percentage of Americans who can 
name three Supreme Court Justices: 17 
Compiled by N-Free America, Washington DC 
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993-0789 
Residential - Commercial 
Lake Cabins - Inspections 
Bruce Pettit 
B.A. '71 B.S. '79 
• Wash water treatment 
• Waste oil heaters 
• Pressure washers 
• Oil filter crushers 
• Anti-freeze Distillers 
• Conaete cleaner 
• EDI training 
w t . , ~ _ ' , .J"ft_ w (; ( )., '\ i.- · . 
~ 
Pollution Control Systems 
Waste Oil and Wash Water Management Equipment 
Nadine Gage Sullivan '65 
Owner 
20711 E. Euclid, Suite B, Otis O,rhards, WA 99207 Phone: (509)924-8803 
Fax: (509)921-5605 email: wo¾@foxintemet.net 
Great food and beverages 
for over 25 years 
Tom Showalter '87 
414 First St., Cheney, WA 99004 (509)235-6294 tshowie@aol.com 
COMPUTER 
COUNSELING SERVICE, INC. 







LARRY MOBERG '85 
President 
14 E. Mission, Spokane, WA 99202 
Phone: (509) 326-7030, Fax: (509) 326-6979 
email: lmoberg@ccsspokane.com 
Conveniently located near campus 
tt10'\~ f,LL.Jlillfl(LI),., 
C~( C 
235-6137 ~l)' "(N' "L (llr-11 Class of '72 
625 B Street lJ I(\ Offi.ce Hours 
Cheney, WA By Appointment 
99004 Family Dentistry 
It may be located clear 
at the edge of campus, 
but Eastern's art 
department is center 
stage for some of the 
most creative minds 
on campus. Stop by 
any given day and 
you'll see a building 
alive with activity as 
abstract ideas are 
turned into works of 
art. From pottery to cast 
metal to canvas, there's 
no limit to where 
students' creativity can 
take them . 
" We have a real gem of a program 
here," says Elisa Nappa, EWU ceramics 
instructor. " I w ent to one of t he best art 
not another graduate art program out 
there which provides as much attention 
to its students as we do here." 
Student artists at Eastern have four 
degree programs to choose from : Arts in 
Education, Art History, Studio Arts, or 
the Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA). 
Some areas of concentra-
tion are wheel-thrown and 
large-scale c~ramics, water 
and oil .based painting, 
welded and cast metal 
sculpture, and public 
scu lpture. 
by Joy Anderson 
return to show their work and talk 
about their experiences. For example, 
alumnus Bradd Skubinna, (BA, '89) who 
completed his Master of Fine Arts at the 
School of Visual Arts in New York, had 
an exh ibition this March. Gallery exhibits 
typically open the first Thursday of each 
The Bachelor of Fine 
Arts degree is especially 
unique because it invites 
art professionals to Eastern 
to review BFA students' 
work. These outside 
reviews are part of many 
graduate programs, but 
not often found at the BFA 
level . 
The department also 
sponsors a Gallery program 
and a Visiting Artists series. 
These serve as tools for 
teaching, as well as for 
inspiring students and 
facu lty. The gallery 
program features eight 
exhibits each year high-
lighting work done by 
professional artists who are 
we ll known both reg ionally 
and nat ional ly. From time 
to t ime, successfu l alumni 
who have dist inguished 
themselves in the art 
Above, terra cotta and copper slag by Bruce 
Thompson, BFA '99. Below, Bradd Skubinna, BA -
'89, and one of his large works at Lorinda Knight 
Gallery in Spokane. 
schools in the count ry and there rea lly is commun ity are asked to 
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Cast plaster pieces by Bruce 
Thompson, BFA '99. 
month and are free to students, alumni, 
and the general public. 
"The best thing about my time in the 
EWU Art Department was the encour-
agement of certain members of the 
faculty," says Skubinna . "Tom Askman 
was the person who affected me the 
most. His quiet and humble style of 
teaching helped me to begin thinking of 
myself as an artist of substance." 
Skubinna's recent exhibit was held at 
the Lorinda Knight Gallery in Spokane, 
and gallery owner Lorinda Knight 
couldn't be happier with the response it 
received. 
"This exhibit has been more popular 
with the general public than any other I 
have shown in the four years since I've 
been here," she says. "It attracted and 
pleased all ages too, from teens to 85 
year olds!" 
Skubinna himself is modest about his 
work, and sees his EWU art education as 
instrumental in his current success. 
"It was at Eastern that I started to 
realize it was possible for a 'Spokane 
artist' to see himself as part of the larger 
world, as taking part in the discourse of 
artists from other places," he says. 
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The Visiting Artists 
series features interna-
tional art world luminar-
ies. The series is developed 
each year by art profes-
sionals from a consortium 
of EWU, Spokane Falls 
Community College and 
the Museum of Arts and 
Culture (MAC, formerly 
the Cheney Cowles 
Museum). 
Some of the distin-
guished artists who have 
visited the EWU campus 
include Kiki Smith, Mel 
Chin, and Sue Coe. All 
three are artists whose 
work has been seen in 
museums and interna-
tional biennials through-
out the world, as well as 
popular sources such as 
The New Yorker, The New 
York Times, Interview 
Magazine and - even (in 
the case of Mel Chin) on 
TV in Melrose Place. 
The EWU Art Depart-
ment strives to provide the 
perfect mix of programs 
and faculty to help students reach the 
goals they seek. Eastern art students 
have a local reputation for producing 
quality art and are routinely invited to 
display their art at places such as the 
Chase Gallery inside Spokane City Hall. 
"Release", oil on paper by Angela 
Williams, BFA - '00. 
They also participate in internship 
programs at places such as the City of 
Spokane's Art Commission, the Artists at 
Work Museum, the Lorinda Knight 
Private Gallery and at the Museum of Art 
and Culture. Technological advance-
ments are also bringing exciting new 
opportunities to students; some students 
have even interned at a software 
company that creates computer games. 
After completing their undergraduate 
education, art students from Eastern 
have gone on to prestigious graduate 
schools such as San Francisco State 
University in California, the Cranbrook 
Art Institute in Michigan, the University 
of Texas at Austin and Claremont 
College in California, among others. 
Part of the success of the art program 
can be attributed to the low student-to-
teacher ratio, the diverse selection of 
courses and to the reputation of the 
department's faculty. It is not uncommon 
for students to transfer from larger 
schools to EWU because they have heard 
about the department faculty's excellent 
reputation in the art community and 
about the personalized attention and 
mentoring that students receive from 
those dedicated faculty members. 
Bruce Thompson, now pursuing a 
master's in art at Cranbrook Academy in 
Michigan,"went to EWU, transferred to 
the University of Washington, then 
transferred back to Eastern because he 
liked the high level of faculty involve-
ment here. 
"I remember he came back to me and 
said there was lots of equipment there, 
but nobody paid attention to him, " says 
Lisa Nappa, one of Thompson's profes-
sors. "He ended up getting his degree 
here, then on my advice he took some 
time off and added to his portfolio 
before applying to graduate schools. 
When he did apply, he was accepted to 
every master's program to which he 
applied ." 
Another example of successful art 
students at Eastern is Anjel Luna, the 
first in his family to go to college,who 
has been accepted to the University of 
Idaho graduate program in art. 
The majority of the Art Department 
faculty has been teaching at Eastern for 
over 20 years, and faculty successes have 
not gone unrecognized in the art 
community. Lanny DeVuono, Art 
Department Chair, says, "The Art 
Department is a jewel because of the, 
students and the faculty." 
The Faculty 
Tom Askman has taught painting, public 
sculpture, and alternative media at EWU 
more than 20 years and has gained 
national attention for public sculptures 
which can be seen in Connecticut, 
Alaska, Florida, and all over Washington 
state. His recent project for the Bob 
editor for Art Week. Her paintings are 
included in a number of public collec-
tions across Washington State. 
Or. Greg Hawkins, who has acted as 
both Chair and Dean of the Art 
Department, before returning to 
teaching, has twice been named the 
Ceramics instructor Elisa Nappa (right) works with German exchange student, 
Regina Kiel in EWU ceramics studio. 
Hope Memorial is significant in terms of 
both its scope and the people who have 
commissioned the work. 
Drawing and Contemporary Art 
professor, Lanny OeVuono, is currently 
serving as Chair of the Art Department. 
She also writes articles and reviews for 
national magazines including The New 
Art Examiner, and is a contributing 
Higher Educator of the Year by the 
Washington Art Education Association. 
Computer Art and Photography 
professor, Bob Lloyd, has taught for over 
20 years and was editor-in chief and 
publisher of the African American Voice. 
EWU art students are privileged to 
learn from instructors like Renaissance 
art historian Or. Barbara Miller, whose 
$25,000 Scholarship Challenge! 
EWU alumnus Dr. Phil Grub (BA, '53) 
returned to the In land Northwest after 
working as a consultant with the 
international business community and 
serving as a professor of International 
Business and Chair of the Business 
Department at George Washington 
University in Washington D.C. Dr. Grub 
has always maintained a profound love 
for music and the arts and he often talks 
about the importance of cultural arts in 
the business world. He has consistently 
supported EWU by helping existing 
programs and encouraging the arts to 
flourish and grow. 
In support of the Art Department and 
what it offers educationally, he recently 
offered a $25,000 challenge gift to be 
used toward scholarships for art 
students. To meet this challenge, the Art 
Department must raise $25,000 by July 
2002 . A number of fund-raising events 
are currently in the works to help raise 
this money, including an art auction. 
Art Department Chair Lanny DeVuono 
says, "Students' needs are so great, this 
type of scholarship will significantly 
lower the financial burden that attend-
ing a university can create. We have to 
ensure that we meet Dr. Grub's gener-
ous offer by matching his $25,000." 
Please contact DeVuono at 509-359-
6996 or by e-mail at 
ldevuono@mail.ewu.edu to learn more 
about the Art Department, the Phil Grub 
challenge and/or to become involved in 
the development of this very important 
scholarship. 
You also can log on to: http:// 
visua I.arts. ewu. ed u/ 
travels and research have led to the 
development of exciting new courses 
such as "'Castles" and "From El Greco to 
Picasso." These courses are explorations 
in art history that step out of traditional 
chronologies and were designed to 
engage students of art history as well as 
students from other disciplines. 
Ceramics instructor, Elisa Nappa, has 
created quite a following of students 
and alumni. She consistently mentors 
students while helping them into 
graduate programs. Her work was recently 
part of an important exhibit at the 
Tacoma Museum honoring the work 
done by early artist residents at the 
Pilchuck School. 
Chris Sublett has taught here for more 
than 20 years. He has published a book 
of his photographs of the Palouse region 
of eastern Washington and recently 
displayed a retrospective of his work in 
the EWU Art Gallery. 
Professor of sculpture, Ruben Trejo, 
has had his work shown in museums 
and galleries throughout the LIS, 
Canada, South America, and Asia . Many 
of his sculptures have been displayed at 
prestigious galleries, including the 
Smithsonian, which purchased one of 
his sculptures. 
Get Connected! 
Stay in touch with 
the verr latest from 
EWU! Sign up for 
Enews ... 
your free electronic 
alumni newsletter. 
www.ewualwnni.org 
• Sign-up for Enews, the 
alumni electronic 
newsletter. Go to: 
www.ewualumni.org 
and click on Electronic 
Newsletter for details. 
• Subscribe to an alumni 
discussion group. Go to 
www.ewualumni.org 
and under Keep in Touch, 
click on Discussion Lists 
for details. 
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Some things will never go out of style ... 
Kinniknick - 1971 
The New EWU Plate 
Get it. 
(*and help a student) 
'.I 
(.J}\~' 
*$28 of your $30 specialized plate fee will go to scholarships for EWU students. 
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Som omth Department of Li ens1n ? 
How do I get my new Eastern license plates and help a student? 
Fill out the order form below and mail to : 
Department of Licensing 
Specialized Plate Section 
PO BOX 9043 
Olympia WA 98507-9043 
(Please make checks or money orders payable to the Department of Licensing or the Washington State Treasurer.) 
General Information 
All applicants for special plates are required to be a registered or co-registered owner or 
lessee or co-lessee of the vehicle . A fee (and a subagent fee, if applicable) is charged to transfer 
special ized plates to another vehicle owned by the applicant. You may complete the transfer at any 
vehicle license office. When the specialized plates are transferred to another vehicle, the plates will assume the registration 
expiration date of the new vehicle. 
* If you purchase your license at your usual renewal time, you will pay $30 extra for your EWU plates. ($28 of this will go to 
EWU student scholarships) 
* If you purchase you r license now (which is a great idea!) and it is NOT your renewal time, you would pay $44.00 for your EWU 
plates. (Again $28 will go to the scholarship fund). 
* If you currently have the EWU plate with the old logo, but want the new logo plate (and who wouldn't?), you would pay an 
additional $7 .50 to replace your plate. 
*These fees may vary if you go to your local agency rather than send this in to the Department of Licensing in Olympia. 
Destroyed, lost, or stolen plates may be replaced . A plate fee is charged . Please contact your local vehicle licensing office or 
County Auditor's office for fee information . 
For additional information 
Please contact your local licensing agent or County Auditor's office. You may order your specialized plates through your local 
licensing agency, but there may be an additional fee. 
NAME OF REGISTERED OWNER DOL CUSTOMER ACCOUNT NUMBER 
MAILING ADDRESS DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER 
CITY STATE ZIP CODE 
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER I TAB MO YR I MAKE IYEAR I VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER EXPIRATION: 
TYPE OF PLATE REQUESTED EWU 
APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE I DATE 
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Changes on 
Campus in Cheney 
When EWU alums visit their alma mater these days, they naturally go to see their 
familiar haunts from days gone by. But 
more and more, they are also drawn by 
all the remarkable changes all across 
campus. And as if the remodeled library, 
new ma ll and refurbished Monroe Hall 
weren't enough, other exciting projects 
are underway now which will continue to 
enhance the face of our Cheney campus. 
Many of these changes (which will be 
covered more fully in our fall issue of 
Perspective) are the result of two key 
factors which figured prominently in the 
planning process completed 
last year. First, was the · 
conscious effort to react to ~ 
increasing numbers of 
students and convert EWU 
from a commuter to a 
resident ial campus. Second, 
was the desire to forge 
stronger ties between the 
university and the city of 
Cheney. 
During the period of 
January to June 2000, the 
campus commun ity and 
citizens of Cheney com-
mented on proposals that 
might become part of an 
EWU Master Plan . 
"As a resu lt," says Mike Irish, 
Associate Vice President for Facilities 
and Planning, "we have more than 70 
projects to take place on campus over 
the next few years." 
The single largest campus project will 
be the renovation and reconstruction of 
Cheney Hall to provide the campus with 
vastly improved facilities for computer 
science and computer engineering 
programs at Eastern . (See story in the 
Fall 2000 issue of Perspective). 
But other large projects will similarly 
change the profile of the campus. One 
of these will be to create a focal point 
on the campus-an "official" entry near 
the mall entrance and the student 
services and administration buildings. 
"There are several ways to enter the 
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Eastern campus," says Irish. "But it's 
important to have one focal point, one 
formal point of entry. Most great 
universities have created this sort of 
'gateway' to the campus. It's partly a 
signage problem, and new, more 
concise signs will direct people through 
downtown and up to the new entry 
point," Irish explains. 
Another part of the plan includes 
extension of the campus mall to Sixth 
Street, where a visitor center wil l 
welcome guests and incoming students. 
All planning has to recognize the 
changing face at Eastern-from a 
university where most students commuted 
from Spokane, to one in which the 
majority live right on campus or in Cheney. 
"A residential campus has to provide 
a centralized, convenient academic 
area," says Irish. "Any potential facility 
used by students has to be a 15-minute 
walk or less from the center of campus." 
To create a more visible tie-in to 
Cheney, a pathway between downtown 
Cheney and the campus along College 
Street will consist of brick pavers and 
"turn of the century" lighting from 
Showalter to the Pillars of Hercules. 
Eventually, the same look will be carried 
down the sidewalks to Cheney's First Street. 
Why is all this happening now? Irish 
cites several reasons: 
• New leadership at EWU 
• New leadersh ip in Cheney 
• A refocusing of energies toward a 
residential campus 
• The city of Cheney received a grant for 
beautifying its downtown core, and 
EWU contributed matching funds. 
One of the most exciting aspects to 
the growing links between EWU and the 
city of Cheney is that Eastern students 
will play a role . According to Bill Ponder, 
Associate Vice President of Enrollment 
Services at Eastern, "The 
Higher Education Coordinat-
ing Board has provided grant 
money for direct student 
involvement in every phase of 
the development of the 
current project and future 
projects." 
Other campus projects 
include the renovation of 
Tawanka Hall to house 
numerous student services 
and utilizing the open area 
framed by Cheney Hall, JFK 
Library, Reid School and the 
Fine Arts complex for 
outdoor concerts and other 
events. 
Even off-campus parking is being 
addressed in the master plan, notes 
Irish. 
"We don't experience quite the 
problems that they have in Pullman, and 
we do have plenty of parking already, 
but some people just want that number 
one space . We're planning to get 
people as close to campus as we can ." 
In the Fall 2001 issue of Perspective, an 
in-depth feature will take a look at the 
campus and downtown Cheney projects 
which have been completed by that 
time, along with photos and additional 
schematics. 
Kenneth Hammond Wins 
Distinguished Alumnus Award 
A 1956 graduate of Eastern Washington 
University, whose degree took him to a 
life time of service in the field of 
teaching, Dr. Kenneth Hammond has 
been named the 2001 recipient of the 
Distinguished Alumnus Award." 
Given out annually by the EWU 
Alumni Association, the award recog-
nizes a life of service and dedication by 
the nominee to career and community. 
Hammond's love for teaching began 
when he was asked by his then-
instructor of historical geology at EWU 
to student-teach a few classes. Accord-
ing to that instructor, Professor James E. 
Brooks, president emeritus at Central 
Washington University (CWU), "Student 
Hammond delivered some lectures, did 
exceptionally well, and became hooked 
on teaching." 
"I can say sincerely that the system at 
Eastern was easy to navigate and it was 
a friendly place," recalls Hammond. "I 
have continued to appreciate the 
generally high level of competence, as 
well as the conscientious and caring 
nature of the faculty and staff with 
whom I had contact. I found inspiring 
teachers, accomplished scholars, 
unselfish public servants and superior 
role models. I benefited from what they 
gave so unselfishly." 
Hammond's teaching career began in 
Camas, Wash ., where he taught 
sophomore biology, senior-level speech 
and eighth grade reading and spelling. 
He then returned to Eastern for a 
master's in natural resources. Filling in 
ALUMNI FACES GOING PLACES 
for a professor on leave, Hammond got 
a taste of university-level teaching and 
decided to pursue his Ph.D. in geogra-
phy at the University of Washington. 
After a two-year stint with a staff and 
research arm of the state Legislature, he 
taught for a year at CWU, then went to 
the University of Michigan, where he 
received a Ph.D. in conservation. 
Returning to Washington state, he 
began a 35-year teaching career at 
CWU, where he became one of the 
most popular and respected faculty 
members. He received a Distinguished 
University Professor award from Central, 
served on 35 master's committees, 
received 16 grants and contracts (one of 
them the largest ever received at CWU) 
and has an impressive list of publications 
to his credit. 
Hammond lives in Ellensburg, Wash ., 
with his wife of 47 years, Britta Jo, who 
was also an Eastern student in the 
1950s and has worked in education for 
more than 20 years . They have three 
children-David, Janis and Stuart-and 
seven grandchildren. 
New Alumni Association 
Board Members 
Lawrence Bork (BS 1988) 
Bork was raised in Olympia, but enjoyed 
spending time in eastern Washington. 
He has fond memories of EWU and says, 
"The four years of college were the 
greatest years of my life." He especially 
enjoyed making good friends, finding 
out what campus life was all about, and 
playing intramural sports. 
Bork is a claims adjuster for Allstate 
Insurance Co. in Seattle, helping people 
who have been injured in severe auto 
accidents. In his spare time he enjoys 
volunteering with church youth groups. 
Bork decided to serve on the board 
because, "My time at EWU was so great 
I felt I should give some time back to the 
school." He is working on arranging 
regional alumni events. He is looking 
forward to meeting new people and to 
having a lot of fun serving on the board. 
Randy Williamson (BA 1982, MA 1987) 
A chartering member of Delta Chi 
Fraternity (first national fraternity at 
EWU in the 1980s), Williamson helped 
to "trail blaze the route for other 
fraternities and sororities." He enjoyed 
athletics, which gave him a sense of 
pride in EWU . "Attending EWU was one 
of the most positive experiences in my 
life," says Williamson . 
He works as a program analyst with 
the Tri-County Workforce Development--
Council in Yakima, managing federal 
contracts to provide job training to low-
income and disadvantaged people . He 
volunteers with United Way, the YWCA, 
and local school districts . 
As a board member, he hopes to 
increase alumni involvement and the 
awareness of EWU in Washington State. 
"I want to give back to Eastern and help 
to positively promote it," he says . 
Sunny Ybarra (Attended EWU, 97-00) 
Ybarra studied at EWU for a master's 
degree in clinical psychology after 
receiving a BA from the University of 
Washington. He did his practicum at 
Eastern's Counseling and Psychological 
Services (CAPS). He enjoyed working 
with other EWU students and cherishes 
his practicum experience at EWU. 
Ybarra now works as a counselor at 
Gonzaga Preparatory High School in 
Spokane, where he is also a varsity 
football coach. He volunteers on the 
school 's diversity committee and is 
working to create a Diversity Director 
position at the school. 
As an EWU alumni board member he 
hopes to maintain and promote student 
and alumni interests while supporting 
the interests of the Chicano Education 
Program's alumni board (of which he is 
also a member) and their efforts at EWU. 
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♦ The EWU Band blasting the 
EWU fightsong at the 
downtown Spokane rally? 
♦ Face-painting, food, music, for all ages at the 
Tailgate at Joe Albi Stadium? 
♦ Full stands at Albi as avid EWU and Montana alums and studen.ts made their loyalty 
clear? 
The only question: what will they possibly do this year? 
Find out! Governor's Cup 2001 
October 6, 2001 , Game time: tentatively at 6:05 p.m. 
Want to have a great qmmt1tr day with 
your family? It's easy-bring them to: 
EWU /Seahawk Extra.vaganza! 
Music, BBQ, activities for the kids, giveaways, and hear 
from the coach! 
For specific information on time, 
date, location ... sign up for E-News: 
your free, electronic EWU alumni 
newsletter. (www.ewualumni.org) 
To get info on the activities 
surrounding the game, be 
sure to sign up for E-News: 
your free, electronic EWU 
alumni newsletter , 
(www.ewualumni.org) 
SEASON RECAPS 
A ninth-place fin ish in the triple jump 
was good enough to earn Eastern 
Washington University's Kurt Kraemer 
Al l-America status March 10 at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships in 
Fayettevi lle, Ark . 
Jennifer Paluck Earns All-Big Sky 
Honors for Women's Basketba ll Team . 
The junior forward from Twisp, Wash., 
was voted a first team Big Sky All -
Conference selection to high light t he 
2000-2001 women's basket ba ll season . 
UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENTS 
Eagle Kickoff Golf Cl~ssic wil l be held 
August 8, 2001, MeadowWood & Liberty 
Lake Golf Courses. Individua l and team 
entry packages are availab le. For more 
information, check out t he EWU 
Athletics website at http:// 
ATH LETICS.EWU .EDU 
ACADEMIC NOTES 
Eastern senior men 's basketball player 
Aaron Olson was selected to the 
Verizon Academic All-District VIII team 
voted on by sports information di rec-
tors. He is the fi rst Eastern player to be 
selected to the squad since Eastern 
moved to NCAA Division I in the 1983-
84 season . 
EWU Student-Athlete GPA Climbs to 
3.26 in the winter quarter of 2001, 
representing a significant increase from 
the fall quarter when the collective GPA 
was 3.12. Of Eastern's 242 student-
athletes, 92 (38 percent) had at least a 
3. 5 GPA and 173 (71 percent) had at 
least a 3.0 mark. 
A total of 15 student-athletes had a 
perfect 4 .0 GPA last quarter. 
COMING THIS FALL 
Football ... Eagles rely on experi-
enced offense in 2001. The last two 
years, the Eagles depended on a 
ta lented and experienced defense. This 
year, w it h eight senior starters lost on 
defense, t he experience is now owned 
by the offense. Coupled wi t h a new 
offense predicated on giving more control 
to the quarterback, the Eagles hope to 
remain as a championship contender in 
the Big Sky Conference in 2001 . 
Ex-N FL quarterback Timm Rosenbach 
has been elevated to offensive coordi na-
tor fo r the Eastern Wash ington Univer-
sity foot ba ll team, as he recently 
became a full -time coach on t he staff of 
Eag le head coach, Paul Wu lff. A lso, 
W ulff announced that defensive line 
coach Tom Missel will be assistant head 
coach as he takes over additional 
administrative duties to help Wulff 
concentrate on working with what he 
hopes wil l be a new and improved 
offense for EW U in coming seasons. 
Women's Soccer ... EWU ranks as one 
of the top ten, most-improved teams 
fol lowing the best season in school 
history. Eastern tied for sixth place with 
the Un iversi ty of Cinc innati with a six-
game improvement. 
Volleyball ... Eagles try to Earn 
another NCAA berth as Al l-Big Sky 
Conference perform ers Robyn Felder 
and Janelle Ruen lead an experienced 
Eastern squad that returns four sta rters 
and four other letterwinners from last 
season 's squad . The Eagles will enter the 
2001 season with a school-record 29-
match home winning st reak . 
KoTY FAMILY MAKES 
COMMENTS REGARDING RECOVERY 
Eastern Washington University student-
athlete Kelsey Koty continues to recover 
from a head injury suffered January 13 
at the EWU Early Bird Open Indoor Track 
and Field Meet at Thorpe Fieldhouse. 
She spent three weeks in critical 
condition in the intensive care unit at 
Deaconess Medical Center in Spokane. 
On February 13, she was transferred to 
St. Luke's Rehabilitation Institute to 
continue her recovery. On March 16, 
Koty was released from St. Luke's and 
returned to her hometown of Camas, 
Wash ., to receive treatment on an out-
patient basis. 
Koty was injured while competing in 
the pole vault when she fell off the 
landing pad and her head struck the 
ta rtan floor. At a recent press confer-
ence at EWU, Koty said, "I wi ll be back. 
I can only remember the last two weeks, 
so I would just li ke to than k everybody 
who was there t he six weeks before t hat 
who I don 't remember, who came to 
visit me, or were just there in mind. I 
thank everyone who was hoping I 
wou ld get better." 
FOR DETAILS ON THESE AND 
OTHER SPORTS STORIES ••. 
Via E-Mail, alumni, parents and fans can 
sign up to have information e-mailed 
d irectly to them . Simply send your 
e-mail address to sports information 
director Dave Cook 
(DCOOK@MAIL.EWU.EDU), and he'll 
add you to t he list. 
You also can access schedules, results, 
rosters, stati stics, photos, ticket informa-
t ion, staff li sti ngs and a special news 
and notes sections on the internet at 
http://ATHLETIC S. EWU .EDU. 
Send e-ma il messages to coaches and 
staff via the staff di rectory. 
Call the athletic department at (509) 
359-6334 or (800) 648-7697 if you 
have any trouble accessing information. 
You can also e-mail your comments to 
DCOOK@MAIL.EWU .EDU . 
Get Mail 
Jump on the bandwagon-Eagle 
Athletics wants to talk with you . 
Share your e-mail address with us and 
enter a chance to win a catered 
tailgate for 15 Eagle Fans before ou r 
football home opener this September. 
Send you r fi rst and last name along 
with your e-mail address to 
Julie .Hall@mail .ewu.edu 
All entries must be received by 
Friday, July 13. The w inner w ill be 
not if ied by e-mai l by Aug ust 1. 








Contents of a typical 
garbage can? Not to 
artist Rik Nelson (MA 
'78). To him these are 
ideal materials to 
create a contemporary 
work of art with a 
message. 
Nelson, who has shown his works 
from Spokane to Ch icago, and from 
Lewiston, Idaho, to Salina, Kansas, has 
created a stir in the art community 
for his recyclable art, and was 
on hand at Spokane's 
Riverfront Park on 
Earth Day (April 22) 
to create a work of 
art with a "creative 




The result was an 
eight-by-twelve-foot Earth 
Day 2001 poem and sculpture, 
which passers-by could watch being 
created before their eyes! 
"Throughout the day," says Nelson, 
"the MFA poets interacted with festival-
goers to talk about their local-global-
personal environmental concerns and 
dreams, then each of them created a 
one-of-a-kind poem from the words of 
the public. As the poem developed, I 
shaped letters and words from recy-
clable materials (plastic, aluminum, tin, 
paper) to fabricate the poem into a 
visual work of art." 
Nelson is not new to this form of art. 
He has currently been using recyclables 
to create the "trophies" for winners of 
last year's BEST Program environmental 
awards in Spokane. Winners in energy 
efficiency, waste reduction, water 
conservation, and efficient transporta-
tion will be recognized at the Spokane 
Area Chamber of Commerce "Good 
Morning Spokane" breakfast meeting 
November 10. 
BEST Partners are : Avista Utilities, City 
of Spokane (Spokane Regional Solid 
Waste System), Journal of Business, 
Spokane Area Chamber of Commerce, 
Spokane County, Spokane County Air 
Pollution Control Authority, Spokane 
Transit, Transportation Choices Coali-
tion, and Washington State Department 
of Ecology. 
Nelson also recently received notifica-
tion from the Washington State Arts 
Commission that he has been selected 
to be in their Artists Resource Bank 
Rick Nelson and several EWU MFA 
students pose in front of their 
completed recyclable art project. 
(ARB). The ARB is a working tool for the 
Art in Public Places Program, which will 
conduct art acquisition activities with 
1/2 of 1 % funds added to construction 
allocations in the state's Capital. 
"As far as I know," says Nelson, "the 
sort of thing we did in Riverfront Park 
has never been done before. But that 
alone didn't make it a significant event. 
What made it important was that it 
demonstrated a stimulating, useful, 
positive way that students in one of the 
university's centers of excellence are 
putting their artistic and communication 
skills to work in the community." 
Nelson says he genuinely finds 
"inspiration from the university's 
programs and how the vitality of those 
programs can be used to invigorate the 
community at large." 
As an example of that invigoration, 
the SQ.Okane Arts Commission and 
Spokane Regional Solid Waste Systems 
pledged materiel support for the project 
and will find a place to display the final 
art work after Ea rth Day. 
"The civic-university connection is 
important too, I think," says Nelson . 
The visually rich work of art was a 
popular attraction at the park that day; 
not only were the vivid colors of the 
huge poem visible from far across the 
rolling grass hills, but the grad students 
interacting with children, parents and 
other festival-goers caused a continual 
crowd around the project area. 
Nelson firmly believes that art should 
be a community experience and has 
formed an organization called Arts and 
Community Enrichment Services (ACES) 
which is designed to meld art, educa-
tion, business and community resources 
to create works of art for permanent 
public display. This partnership, says 
Nelson, nurtures commun ity spirit. 
"People of all ages and interests are 
invited to participate," he adds . "The 
resu'lt of their cooperative endeavor is a 
beautiful, long-lasting piece of art 
created by the community, for the 
community." 
Nelson has an internet web site for 
his ACES Program and his own works-
of-art for sale. You can find it at: http:// 
www.artsenrich.com/index.html 
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FROM THE EWUAA 
There are many 
ways that each of us 
can show pride in 
our alma mater, but 
clearly, th is state 
offers one of the 
best. We can all 
wear our pride on 
our vehicle by 
owning EWU license 
plates. With all the good news sur-
rounding Eastern these days, this is an 
excellent opportunity to put your alma 
mater on display all around the state. 
Sales of EWU license plates have a 
two-fold purpose. Not only do you show 
your pride, but funds generated through 
sa les of these plates is applied toward 
scholarships, thus providing educational 
opportunities for many prospective 
Eastern students. 
I am sure that many of you have seen 
the Eastern license plate, but this year 
the plate is going to look a little different. 
The new plate now features the 
official EWU logo. Many of us have 
come to see this logo as a symbol of this 
great new EWU era. What a great way 
to show your pride. 
Living on the west side of the state, I 
have personally found displaying my 
Eagle pride on a license plate to be a 
rewa rding experience. I also really like 
see ing other EWU plates on the road as 
I'm driving. 
I invite you to take pride in your alma 
mater and join us in making Eastern 





Intramural Sports Champs 
From the mid-70s 
Middle Digits ( ettes) 
October 6, 2001 
Governor's Cup 
EWU vs. Montana State 
Joe Albi Stadium 
Meet for Tailgate Party 
at EWU Alumni Site 
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AoM1ss10N Hosr THANK You 
The Admissions Office would like to extend a heartfelt THANK 
YOU to all of our supporters who graciously hosted our 
"Sneak Preview" Information Nights this past fall and spring. 
Our success is complemented by your continuous support! 
Brad Banta (BAB 1988), Coeur d'Alene Inn, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
Mark Johnston (BA 2000), Washington State Capitol, Olympia, Wash . 
Doug Kelley (BA 1983), Avista Corporation, Spokane, Wash. 
Valerie Kirkwood (BA 1981 ), Big Bend CC, Moses Lake, Wash. 
Tim Lewis (BA 1977), Eddie Bauer University, Redmond, Wash. 
Kevin & Sue Linn (BS 1988), Washington State Capitol, Olympia, Wash. 
Donna Magruder (BA 1982), Battelle Pacific Northwest, Richland, Wash. 
Gail & Eric Spolar (BA 1982), Fisher's Landing Transit Center (CTRAN), 
Vancouver, Wash . 
Dan Tonkovich (BA 1981 ), City of Vancouver, Vancouver, Wash . 
Laurel Zovko (BAE 1997) Microsoft, Redmond, Wash. 
Make a long distance 
call and save$$$ 
• Six second billing increments. 
♦ NO monthly service charge. 
♦ Toll free numbers and one plus service are 6.Scents a minute. 
♦ Low calling card rates with no surcharges. 
• Same rates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
• Utilizing the MCI/WorldCom network. 
, ♦ Extremely competitive internationalra.tes. Instate rates varyby state. 
Here's a money saving opporturdty from Eastern 
Washington University AlumniAssociation that you can 
, take advantage of immediately. 
♦ Cost-effective, reliable co1!Iln[lUJ[liCations siervice 
, ♦ One rate plan for both ou:s1ness an1d r1esiicter1ti,ll 
♦ Flat rates forinterstate, 
card calls. 
♦ Single invoice for all services. 
• The Network is among the 
service and the ability to 
serviced by the 2nd largest 
♦ No monthly minimum, service ch,arges, set 
agreement. 
♦ Provides reliability, fast co1t1niectior1s,c1ar;.ty, amct an in1tenna1:i01[1aJ re,acl1. 
2000 
'00 Tait Burns, BS computer information 
systems, joined LineSoft as a software 
eng ineer in the customer support group . 
'00 Christina Butler, BA education & 
reading, wed Kevin Magnaghi on July 8, 
2000. After a honeymoon to Disney 
World, they now live in Walla Walla. 
'97 & '00 Kathryn Chasse, BA recreation 
management & certification, married 
Scott Briggs on July 22, 2000 . The couple 
lives in Auburn, Wash ., where she is a 
sixth-grade teacher and he is attending school. 
'00 Heidi Cutler, BA communication 
disorders, married '00 Brendan 
Cesaratto, BA music, on December 29, 
2000. The groom is finishing a degree in 
percussion performance at Eastern, and 
the bride will be pursuing a master's in 
speech pathology when they move to 
Nebraska. 
'00 Graham Dunham, BA business & 
management information systems, wed 
Lindsay Romine on August 19, 2000. The 
couple is living in Spokane after a 
honeymoon in the Caribbean . 
'00 Scott Ely, BA computer science, is 
working for a company called Webiness 
in Spokane. 
'00 Cory Hartman, BA music, wed 
Patrick Crawford on June 17, 2000. The 
couple resides in Spokane after a 
honeymoon in Hawaii . 
'00 April Johnson, BA education & 
sociology, married Alexander Mitchell on 
July 29, 2000. They are living in Bothell, 
Idaho, after a honeymoon to Mexico. 
They are both teachers . 
'00 C' Ann Kariores, BA government, 
was hired as the executive assistant to the 
president of Antioch University in California. 
'00 Sherra Kilburg, BA education, 
reading & certification, married Dean Fink 
on June 24, 2000. They honeymooned in 
West Yellowstone and at Red Lodge, 
Mont. They now live in Vancouver, Wash. 
'00 Jamie McDirmid, BA business & 
management information systems, and 
Melissa Newman, mathematics, were 
married July 29, 2000 . They are both still 
attending Eastern . 
'00 Kelly Ray, BA business & finance, 
married Steven Anderson on June 24, 
2000. The couple is living in Moscow, 
Idaho, after a honeymoon in Las Vegas 
and Lake Tahoe . 
'97 & '00 Andrea Volkman, BS biology 
& BA dental hygiene, wed Walter Spilker 
on Aug . 12, 2000. They live in Seattle 
where the bride is a dental hygienist and 
the groom is a purchaser for Seattle schools. 
CLASS NOJES 
'00 Sarah Watkins, BS nursing, married 
Michael Quaadman on June 10, 2000. 
'99 Stephanie Brunette, BA education, 
reading & certification, married Chad 
Cupp on June 3, 2000. The couple is 
living in Monroe, Wash ., after a honey-
moon to Disney World. 
'97 & '99 Jason Darling, BS & MA 
biology & physical therapy, married Traci 
Hammond on August 12, 2000 . The 
couple is living in Spokane after a 
honeymoon in the San Juan Islands. 
'99 Debra DeBord, BA business & 
marketing, began working for GTE in 
1999 and works at the Regional Center in 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. She transferred to 
Dallas, Texas, with a promotion to 
Corporate Headquarters in July 2000. 
'99 Mikkie Ennis, BS nursing, wed Aaron 
Robison on August 19, 2000. The couple 
is living in Spokane after a honeymoon in 
Banff National Park. 
'99 Autumn Hanson, BA dental 
hygiene, married Walter Froelich Jr. on 
May 20, 2000. The couple is living in 
Spokane after a honeymoon in Hawaii . 
'99 Leslie Holub, BS biology, married 
Brandon King on July 29, 2000 . She is a 
scientific technician in Spokane, and 
works as a carpenter. 
'99 Laura Huebschman, BA business, 
marketing & management, wed Ray 
Plaggemeier on May 20, 2000. The couple 
is living in Spokane after a honeymoon in 
Canada. 
'99 Andrea Leons, BA history, and '98 
Jason Barta, BAB management & human 
resource management, were married on 
November 20, 1999. The couple lives in 
Puyallup, Wash., where she is employed 
by Weatherly Inn and is self-employed . 
'99 Nicole Moffatt, MA business 
administration, married Danny Shea on 
October 1, 2000. They are living in 
Greenacres, Wash ., after a honeymoon in 
Montego Bay. 
'99 Tanya Mullins, BA business educa-
tion, married Chad Peterson on June 24 
2000. The couple lives in Arlington, Wash., 
after a "Texaribbean" honeymoon cruise. 
'99 Kacie Sire, BA education, English & 
certification, and '99 Tyrone Hoard Jr., 
were wed March 18, 2000. The couple 
Remember what the 
library did for you ... 
Now, what can you 
do for the library? 
Membership benefits include 
participation in EWU Friends 
of the Library events, a 
quarterly newsletter, and a 
commemorative bookmark. 
,----------7 
Student ($5 per year) 
. C).1n:ent I[)# _______ _ 
Individual ($15 per year) 
Family ($25 per year) 
Family includes two adults residing at the same address. 


















Please send me information on the Buy a 
Book Project and how I can help the I 
Libraries through a bequest and other I 
forms of planned giving. I 
Please make checks payable to the 
EWU Foundation and mail to 
EWU Libraries, 816 E Street, 100 LIB, 
Cheney, WA 99004-2453 
I 
L _ ___ _ ___ ...J 
The purpose of EWU Friends of the Library is to be a 
strong support group, to aid in the promotion of 
Eastern Washington University Libraries and its 
service, and to provide volunteers to assist with 
special programs and events. 
Cb.eek out our Web site at 
http://www.Jibrary.ewu.edu/about/ 
frlends/motnpage html 
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are livin9 in Spokane after a honeymoon 
to Jamaica. They are both substitute 
teachers . 
~99 _Shane Skipworth, BA criminal 
Justice, and '98 Gretchen Geifer BA 
liberal studies, were married on July' 1, 2000. 
~fter a honeymoon to Hawaii, they reside 
in Cheney._ She is employed by XN 
Technologies, and he works for the city of 
Spokane. 
'99 Keenan Wagner, BA business & 
management information systems 
married Anne Bos on August 26, 2000. 
The couple is living in Spokane after a 
honeymoon to Hawaii. The bride is a 
student at Eastern, and the groom works 
as a support engineer. 
'~8 Christine Bauer, BA psychology, wed 
Rich Spangler on September 2, 2000. The 
couple resides in Wenatchee, Wash ., 
where she works for Chelan County and 
he works at Alcoa-Wen. ' 
'98_ Sharon Drake, BA history, education 
sociology & certification, married Ricardo' 
~uIz o_n May 27, 2000. The couple is 
l1v1ng In Spokane where she is a substi-
tute teacher and he is a chef. 
'98 Kristine Erickson, BA management 
& human resources management and 
'99 Brady Toulou, BS computer ' 
information systems, were wed on 
August 7, 2000. The couple are living in 
Spokane after a honeymoon to Disneyland. 
'98 Tina Kunze, BS communications 
married Brady Gregerson on March 2'5 
2000 . The couple resides in Spokane after 
a wedding trip to Canada. 
'98 Stacy Lee, ~A business, manage-
ment, & marketing, and '00 Timothy 
Gallagher Jr., BS mechanical engineering 
technology, were married on August 21, 
2000 . The couple are living in Spokane 
after a honeymoon in Hawaii . 
'98 Rachel McCollim, BA communica-
tion disorders, wed Scott Fox on Decem-
ber 17, 2000. The couple is living in 
Pleasant Prairie, Wash ., after a honey-
moon In the Canadian Rockies. 
'98 Darrin Mccomas, BA education 
biology & certification, married Cherilyn 
Fairbanks on July 17, 2000. The couple 
lives In Ridgecrest, Calif ., where he is a 
teacher and coach and she is an office 
manager. 
'98 Holly Moffatt, BS biology, and '98 
Jas<:>n Mclellan, MS biology, married on 
A_pnl 15, 2000 . They are both fish 
biologists in Spokane. The couple went to 
Costa Rica for their honeymoon . 
'97 ~ '98 Jennifer Riggs, BA education 
reading & certification, wed Ronnie ' 
Mathews on April 1, 2000. She is a 
teacher in South Kitsap, and he works at 
28 Eastern Washington University 
~ce Paving . They spent their honeymoon 
In Puerto Vallarta . 
'98 ~heri Ti~betts, BA psychology, 
married David Hoveskeland on July 15, 
2000. The couple resides in Spokane after 
a honeymoon in Hawaii. 
'98 Willie Welch, BA business & 
management, wed Jennifer Hoffman on 
February 5, 2000. The couple is living in 
Seattle after a honeymoon along the 
Oregon Coast. 
'97 Allyson Gillio, BS biology, married 
~rent Jay on September 30. The couple 
lives In_ Spokane after a honeymoon in 
Hawa11. The bride works at WestCoast Inn 
at the Park, and the groom works at Finn 
Asphalt. 
'97 Melissa Marll, BA business & 
marketing, married Michael Brown on 
November 27, 2000. The couple honey-
mooned In Cancun and Is now living in 
Greenacres, Wash. 
'97 He~ther McClure, BS physical 
education, completed her BS in nursing at 
WSU/ICNE/Yakima in May 2000 . 
'97 Tera Peterson, BA recreation 
management, wed Randy Silva on 
September 16, 2000. They reside in 
Chelan, Wash., where she is employed by 
Wapato Point Resort, Manson, and he is 
employed by the Lake Chelan School 
District. 
'97 Jennifer Poad, BA health services 
administration, and '00 Sean Holm BA 
urban & regional planning, were m;rried 
on August 28, 2000. The couple resides 
in Spokane after a honeymoon cruise in 
the Caribbean. 
'97 Jennifer Reading, BA psychology & 
biology, and '98 Brian Kirpes, MS 
biology, were married on June 17 2000. 
They are living in Las Vegas after~ 
honeymoon backpacking through the 
Pacific Northwest. They are both teachers. 
'97 Jenifer Schroeder BA education 
reading & ~eaching certificate, wed ' 
Robert Tobiason Jr. The couple is living in 
Spokane after a honeymoon to 
Disneyland. She is a second grade 
teacher, and he is a firefighter. 
'97 Mary Stansberry, BA education 
music & certification, wed Rodger H~dges 
on October 20, 2000. They will make 
their home in Renton, Wash ., after a 
honeymoon to Las Vegas. 
'~7 Emily Weaver, BA communication 
disorders, married Andrew Piatt on April 
1, 2000. They live in Richland, Wash., 
where she works at the Benton Franklin 
Developmental Center and he is a 
graphic/web designer. 
'96 Ryan E_llis, BA recreation manage-
ment, married '96 Christine Callen BS 
physical education, on March 25, 2000. 
After a honeymoon to Hawaii, she works 
~s a health education coordinator and he 
Is a corrections officer in Bellevue, Wash . 
'96 Tara Groothuis, BA recreation 
management, worked for Holland 
America after graduation . She married a 
Dutch o'.ficer in April 2000, and they are 
now sailing the high seas together. 
:96 Jeffrey Sorbel, BA chemistry, and 
~7 Kasey Cochran, BA communication 
d1sord~rs, _married on September 2, 2000. 
The bride_ Is a teacher, and the groom is 
an operations engineer in Richland, Wash. 
'95 Renee Barall-lnman, MS nursing, is 
currently a USAF major assigned as 
deputy commander, Aerospace Medicine 
Sguadron at Bitburg AFB in Germany. She 
will_ soon move to Colorado to resume a 
clinical career as a family nurse practioner. 
'95 Bettina Dague, BA liberal studies, 
'0'ed_ David Graf on July 15, 2000. They 
live In Parker, Calif. after a honeymoon in 
Telluride and Aspen, Colo. 
, '95 ~olly Gunsaulis, BS biology & 
chemistry, received a doctor of dental 
surgery degree from Northwestern 
University. She plans to practice general 
dentistry in Spokane. 
'95 J_ennifer Matteson, BA business 
administration, married Eric Chamberlain 
on August 5, at the Corbin Mansion in 
Spokane. The couple is living in Spokane 
after a honeymoon along the Oregon Coast. 
'95 Deborah McKay, BS developmental 
psychology, married Ryan Peha on 
October 7, 2000, at the Sherman Church . 
They are now residing in Almira, Wash . 
'95 Shannon Muir, BA radio-television 
beca~e an office assistant in the Write(s· 
Building of Artists Television Group in Los 
Angeles . 
'~5 Susan Osborn, BS physical educa-
tion, had a baby boy on November 16, 2000. 
'95 St~ve Quick, BA education, Spanish, 
& cert1f1cat1on, was hired as the new K-12 
principal and federal programs director in 
the Naselle-Grays River Valley Public 
Schools in Naselle, Wash. 
'95 Linda Thompson, BA liberal studies, 
was one of 1 O chosen nationwide for the 
Developing Leadership to Reduce 
Subs_tance Abuse Fellowship, which will 
provide $75,000. She is currently in the 
Organization Leadership Program at 
Gonzaga University, Spokane. 
'95 & '99 Laurie Waller, BS developmen-
tal psychology & technology, was 
employed by Sprint PCS in Chicago from 
June 1999 to October 2000. She is now 
employed by Whalen Company and would 
like to relocate back to the west coast. 
'93 Diana Ewer, MA social work & 
certification, married Leslie Clark in 
Hawaii on September 5, 2000 . They now 
live in Okanogan, Wash . 
'93 Thomas Jessee, BA physical 
education & certification, married Marjore 
Young on March 25, 2000 . The couple 
now lives in Walla Walla after a honey-
moon in Hawaii. 
'93 Nancy Leguis, BA communication 
disorders, wed Bruce Medlin on July 13, 
2000. She is employed as a speech 
language pathologist , and he is a 
Vocational Rehab Counselor in Medford, 
Ore. 
'93 Al Ramos, BA liberal studies, was 
appointed superintendent of the Pine 
Lodge pre-release facility at Eastern State 
Hospital, Medical Lake, Wash . 
'93 Mian Rice, BA liberal studies, and 
Tonya Smith, wed on July 22, 2000. The 
couple resides in Seattle . 
'93 Kimberly Wild, BA education, 
reading & certification, married Christo-
pher Edmundson on August 5, 2000. 
They live in Everett, Wash ., after a 
honeymoon in the Caribbean. 
'92 Humphrey Chan, BA business 
administration, has been promoted to 
vice president of Asia Pacific and 
Americas at Rainbow. His wife, '93 Lily 
Weng, BS developmental psychology & 
BA music, is currently teaching piano 
lessons at their house. The couple lives in 
Walnut, Calif . 
'92 Steve Franz, BA business administra-
tion, married Julie Fruci on September 2, 
2000. The couple is living in Nine Mile 
Falls, Wash., after a honeymoon in 
Jamaica . 
'92 Deb Matteucci, BA business 
administration, is in her third year with 
Great Falls Association of Realtors as 
executive director. She was recently 
appointed to a two-year term on the City 
Council Planning Board of Directors in 
Great Falls, Montana . She has two 
children. 
'92 Tim Tommerup, BS physical 
education, earned his masters degree at 
Louisiana State University in 1995. He is 
now married and has two children. 
'91 Alma Coronado, BA education, 
Spanish & certification, wed David Duran 
on August 12, 2000. They live in Othello, 
Wash., where she is a teacher and he is 
employed at Columbia Colstor. 
'91 Joanne Hall, BA social work, married 
Thomas McCormick on June 3, 2000. The 
couple is living in Spokane after a 
honeymoon to Marshall Lake and Twin 
Lakes, Wash. 
'91 Katy McBride, BA education, 
mathematics & certification, and '92 
Sean Owsley, BA journalism, were 
married on March 11, 2000. The couple is 
living in Knoxville, Tenn . 
'91 Corda Patterson, BA English joined 
LineSoft as a technical writer in Spokane. 
'91 Mike Pulham, BA communications & 
journalism, has his own cable TV show, 
"Business Tools," and a radio show called 
"Business Talk" in Vancouver, Wash . 
'91 Ken Sheffield, BA business adminis-
tration, is the marketing director for a 
food service consultant group in Annapo-
lis, Maryland . He is also working on his 
master's in International Management 
through the University of Maryland . 
'90 Traci Bennett, BA recreation 
management, received her 10-year pin 
from the Toppenish City Council on 
November 27, 2000. She also has a 
position on the Toppenish school board in 
Toppenish, Wash. 
'90 Margaret Chanez, BA music, has 
two children. She is living in Honolulu. 
'90 Beverly Cochrane, BA education, 
reading & certification, was elected 
president of the Energy Northwest Board 
of Directors. She took over the Franklin 
County PUD position in Pasco, Wash., 
and has been reelected several times . 
'90 Michael Huffman, BA journalism, 
married Shannon Lara on April 7, 2001 . 
The couple resides in Spokane, where the 
bride is a television producer and the 
groom is editor of the Valley News Herald. 
1980s 
'89 & '88 Brett Baum, BA social science 
& certification, MED curriculum & 
instruction, was hired at the Okanogan 
School District as the junior-senior high 
school assistant principal in Okanogan, 
Wash . 
'89 Gregory Rosenau, BA education & 
social science, and his wife Monique, 
have three boys, identical 6-year olds and 
a 19-month-old. 
'89 Jeffrey Smith, BA business adminis-
tration, married '98 & '96 Diana Keast, 
BS biology & physical therapy, on June 
24, 2000 . The couple is living in Spokane 
after a honeymoon in the Virgin Islands. 
'89 Mitsuyo Sprague, BA communica-
tions, had a baby girl on October 4, 
2000. She also has an older boy and girl . 
'88 Dan Mork, BS biology, is serving his 
fifth term of councilman in the town of 
Milwood, Wash. He has also been elected 
president of the Industrial Development 
Corporation of Spokane County. 
'87 Karen Ansdell, BA professional 
accounting, and her husband Phillip, have 
three children . Karen started her own 
business from home in order to spend 
more time with the kids . She has been 
married 11 years, and the family loves to 
camp. 
'87 & '85 Bradley Cardinal, BA & MS 
education, was the recipient of the Year 
2000 Dorothy V. Harris Memorial Award 
given by the Association for the Advance-
ment of Applied Sports Psychology for 
"early career excellence in sport psychol-
ogy scholarship ." 
'85 Scott Glabb, BA speech communica-
tion, married Andrea Miner on November 
18, 2000. They reside in Torrance, Calif., 
after a honeymoon to Mexico. The bride 
is a health educator, and the groom is an 
English teacher and wrestling coach . 
'85 Shaun Sullens, BA organization & 
mass communications, is director of 
Alumni Relations at Oregon Health 
Services University School of Nursing in 
Portland . 
'84 Sara Woodbury has published more 
than 700 articles and writings under the 
name SJW. 
'83 Scott Marrs, BA psychology, 
obtained his MS '86, & PhD '89 from 
Washington State University. Scott is 
commander of the 92nd Medical Group 
Mental Health Flight at Fairchild AFB, 
Wash. He was promoted to Lt. Col. in 
April 2001. His wife, Gail, works at 
Eastern's Alumni Relations Office as 
senior secretary. The couple celebrated 
their 20th wedding anniversary in May 
2001. They have two children, a 16 year-
old daughter and a 13 year-old son . 
'83 Peggy Thompson, public adminis-
tration, has been selected by the 
American Association of University 
Women, Port Townsend, Wash ., branch, 
to receive the Woman of Excellence 
Award for the year 2000. 
'83 Katie Van Blokland, BA accounting 
& business administration, is now 
working with her husband Michael, who 
is a CPA, in his accounting offices of 
Newport, Oregon, and Kodiak, Alaska . 
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The couple lives on a sailboat and sails in 
the summer. 
1970s 
'79 Pam Nichols, BA education & 
reading, received a rare honor by being 
included in the sixth edition of Who'.s 
Who Among America 's Teachers 2000. 
'78 Patty Puckett, BA radio-television, 
joined London Fog/Pacific Trail as market-
ing and sales support manager in Seattle. 
'77 Rory Rickard, BA physical education, 
has been a teacher for 24 years and 
raised four boys. He has been through 43 
seasons of high school coaching and was 
named the 1997 Washington State 
Coach of the Year. 
'77 Randy Willis, BA recreation adminis-
tration, has made a career change to 
Merrill Lynch as a financial consultant 
after 20 years of managing health club 
facilities in Kennewick, Wash. He is 
completing the course work to become a 
certified financial manager. 
'73 Scott Thompson, BA arts, has 
published a non-fiction book on North-
west history. It is about the Nez Perce War 
of 1877. 
'73 & '64 Frederick Wong, BA social 
science & MA early childhood education, 
a retired U.S. Army general officer, 
assumed the position of Chief, Office for 
Human Resources in Wash . D.C. on 
September 11, 2000. 
'72 Katherine Anderson, BA education 
& social sciences, retired after 27 years of 
teaching at the Adna Elementary School 
in Adna, Wash . 
'72 & '65 Larry Nelson, BA sociology & 
elementary teaching, is involved in HO 
scale model railroading. His wife, '53 
Joan Nelson, is involved in quilting and 
is a member of the Spokane Valley 
Quilter's Guild . 
'71 Clancy Pool, BA social sciences, has 
been very active in getting funds for her 
local library in Whitman County, Wash . 
She has also put on many reading 
programs for kids. 
'71 James Thompson, BA general 
accounting, was elected commissioner of 
the Port of Manchester, Wash., in 
November 1997 to fill an unexpired term 
and re-elected in 1999 for a six-year term. 
'70 Randall Brock, has lived and written 
poetry in the Pacific Northwest for 30 
years, publishing more than 2000 poems 
and 19 chapbooks. He also has given 
numerous readings. 
1960s 
'60 & '51 Jean Savidge, BA home 
economics general & MA reading 
specialist, served in various positions of 
WEA-Retired in Westport, Wash., for 10 
years. Jean is now the lead trainer for pre-
retirement seminars for the WEA. She 
and her husband, James enjoy traveling . 
'62 David Lewis, BA education, is 
retiring from his job as a teacher at 
American International School in Dhaka, 
DISCOUNTED INTERNET SERVICE FOR ALUMNI, FACULTY & STAFF 
Brought to you by the Eastern Washington Alumni Association 
Unlimited Monthly Service 
$12. 95 for the Spokane Area + $5.00 setup fee. 
You are eligible for this rate if you can make a local call from your house 
to Spokane, Post Falls, Coeur d'Alene, Davenport or Sandpoint 
$15.45 outside the Spokane area+ $5.00 setup fee. 
Call SISNA at 509-535-1169 or 1-888-824-9781 to sign up 
s 
Bangladesh. He will move to Kingston, 
Wash. 
1950s 
'59 & '50 Neil Prescott, BA early 
childhood education & MA administrative 
office management, celebrated his 50th 
wedding anniversary in August 2000. 
'58 Al Matsumoto, BA mathematics, 
and his wife, Janice, spent much of the 
year 2000 traveling. Their big trip was 
cruising the Danube, Main & Rhine from 
Vienna to Amsterdam . 
'55 Will Julum, BA education, retired 
from Boeing in 1995. He has three grown 
children and two grandchildren. He still 
lives in the same home on Lake Tapps, 
Wash., that he built 40 years ago. 
'51 Robert Small, BA business adminis-
tration pre-major, enjoys traveling and 
fishing for trout in remote areas. He is 
also active as a consultant for the 
Executive Service Corps in marketing and 
sales in Vista, Calif. 
'50 Delbert Muse, certification, and '51 
Lois Muse, BA education, continue to 
work as volunteers for the Literacy 
Council of Kitsap County, Wash., and 
offer a GED preparation workshop every 
Monday night. The Kitsap Literacy Council 
named Lois "Volunteer of the Year." 
'50 Pat Whitehill, BA physical education, 
and '80 & '51 Altamae Whitehill, MA, 
BA educati.pn, celebrated their 50th 
wedding anniversary March 31, 2001, at 
the EWU Pence Union Building . The 
couple resides in Clarkston, Wash. 
'50 Jacque Workman, BA education, is a 
retired substance abuse counselor and 
administrator of Saratoga Springs, New 
York. She loves traveling and enjoying life. 
Premium Internet Access 
No Advertising 
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90s & ODs 
'01 Sharron Clark, 51, BA social work, 
died April 4, 2001. Sharron was a 
member of the Colville Confederated 
Tribes and a single mother of seven 
children including two sets of twins . She 
was working on her MSW and had hoped 
to work with her tribe . 
'98 Kristopher Troup, 37, BA radio and 
television, died Jan . 13, 2001 . Kris 
worked for KHO television and KXLY 
radio in Spokane . He was a member of 
the Scottish St. Andrews Society. 
'90 & '91 Julia Florin, 43, BA liberal 
studies, MA business administration, died 
Jan . 13, 2001 . Julia was a lifetime 
resident of Spokane. She was active in 
the Big Brothers and Big Sisters organiza-
tion and was awarded a "Big Sister of the 
Year" honor in 1987. She also volun-
teered and trained in the Spokane 
regional Search and Rescue operations. 
1980s 
'87 Don Hogeboom, 64, died Dec. 27, 
2000. Don worked in maintenance at 
EWU for 23 years . He was past president 
of American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees Local 931 . 
'83 Christine Robar, 47, MS social work, 
died Dec. 31, 2000. A homemaker and a 
member of Crossover Church, she taught 
Sunday school and was also involved with 
the Home School Organization . 
'81 Marlys Clark, 54, BA special 
education, died Jan . 18, 2001 . Through-
out her life, she w as involved in groups 
like the Blue Birds, Job's Daughters, the 
Western Washington Teachers Alumni 
and The American Poets Society. 
1970s 
'74 Edwin Dale Berninghausen, 73, BA 
management information systems, died 
June 22, 2000. "Bernie" served in the 
U.S. Army Air Force from 1944-1946, 
winning his wings as an aerial gunner. He 
later retired from the Air Force Reserve 
with more than 41 years of service. 
'73 Jon Ulen, 55, BA social science, died 
Nov. 21, 2000. From 1964 to 1972 he 
served in the U.S. Army. In 1970 he 
married Georgia West. Jon belonged to 
the Washington State Principals Associa-
tion, Montana State Superintendent 
Association , Elks Lodge and Lions Club. 
1960s 
'62 Ethel B. Gould, 89, BA home 
economics, died Aug. 13, 2000. Ethel 
taught second and third grade in Fall City 
and Redmond, Wash. She was founding 
president of the Sno-Valley Senior Center 
in Carnation at its charter in 1975. In 
1983 President Reagan honored Ethel 
with a President's Volunteer Action Award 
Citation for more than 9,000 hours of 
volunteer work. 
1950s 
'54 Mary G. Judd, 95, BA early child-
hood education, died Dec. 26, 2000 . 
Mary taught in several Washington 
schools and was a member of Alpha 
Delta Kappa, Alpha Nu Chapters and the 
Teacher's Honorary Sorority. 
'52 Clarice Crane, 91, BA early child-
hood education, died Feb . 24, 2001 . She 
was a member of the Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International , Stevens 
County Retired Teachers Association and 
Daughters of the American Revolution . 
'52 Anita Shawen, 86, BA early 
childhood education, died Dec. 8, 2000. 
Anita retired from teaching in 1969 after 
24 years as a public school teacher. She 
was a member of the Spokane Education 
Association and Alpha Delta Kappa . 
'51 John Bohanon, 70, BA education, 
died Jan . 13, 2001 . John was a lifetime 
resident of Spokane. He taught school for 
30 years in District 81. 
'50 Grace Winifred Jones, 80, died Oct. 
8, 1999. Grace was a long time librarian 
for the Seattle School District and Seattle 
Public Libraries. 
'50 Miles Whitney King, 75, BA early 
childhood education, died Jan . 15, 2001 . 
Miles was appointed as Columbia Basin 
College dean of students and served in 
that position until his retirement in 1984. 
1940s 
'44 Eleanor Holte, 87, BA education, 
died Feb . 2, 2001 . Eleanor was a lifetime 
resident of Spokane. She was an 
elementary school teacher for 27 years. 
After retiring she became involved with 
the Bible Study Fellowship . 
'43 Betty J. Shadduck, 79, BA physical 
education, died Dec. 7, 2000. Betty 
taught math and physical education, 
retiring from Everett School District in 
197 4. She was a champion bridge player. 
1930s 
'39 Raymond Hawk Jr., 81, music, died 
July 3, 2000 . He enjoyed acting in drama 
programs and was interested in environ-
mental protection. Raymond and his wife, 
Jane, raised Maine Coon cats as a hobby. 
'38 Ruth Simpson, 83, died Jan . 23, 
2001 . Ruth was a lifetime resident of 
Spokane. She taught in Lacrosse, Wash., 
and was a substitute teacher for Spokane 
School District 81. Ruth was a member of 
the Mica Peak Women's Club, the 
University Women's Club and Monday 
Musical. She sang with Project Joy. 
'36 Margaret Lay, died Feb . 26, 2001. 
She taught in a one-room schoolhouse 
for nearly 40 years . She also was a 
member of Poetry Scribes of Spokane. 
'34 Vivian Doty, 87, died Dec. 27, 2000 . 
Vivian taught school in Rosalia , Wash., 
for several years . In 1947 the Dotys 
founded Artcraft/Hallmark stores of 
Seattle and Everett. Vivian was a member 
of the Washington State Retired Teacher's 
Association, Quilters Anonymous and the 
Edmonds Senior Center. 
TEENS 
'15 Ella Irma Zellmer, 105, died Nov. 20, 
2000 . Ella taught for two years in a one-
room schoolhouse before marrying Albert 
Zellmer. She was recognized at her 
granddaughter's EWU graduation in 1992 
as the oldest living alum . 
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Your Friends Want to Know! I 
What have you been doing I 
since graduation? I 
Married, children, new job, retiring, travel, other I 
lifetime milestones? - let us know ! We will share 
your news in the Class Notes section of a future 
Perspective. What better way to keep your 
friends and fellow classmates up-to-date 1 
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July 
11 Second annual Historic Cheney Campus 
Walking Tour, 6:30 pm, Showalter Hall, 
Cheney. Contact EWU Library for: 
information. (509) 359-6263 
23-25 Women's Basketball DayYouth 
Camp (for ages 7 - 14).EWU Campus, 
Cheney. Cost: $85. Contact Lynn Kennedy 
for information, (509) 359-6539 or (800) 
648-7697 
26, 31 and August 1, 2 Peter Pan, 
a Teen Conservatory Production, 6:00pm. 
EWU Theatre Building, Cheney. 
Cost: $8 or $6 for students & seniors.Contact 
Linda Douglas for information, (509) 359-2459 
2 7 EWU Night at the Spokane Indians 
6:00pm (with 50-cent family fest night) 
Cost $3.00. Contact EWU Bookstore in 
Cheney or Indian's Office (509) 535-2922 . 
Tell them you're with EWU! 
28-29 Eagle Basketball Team Tournament 
(for high school ages). EWU Campus, Cheney 
Cost: $275 per team. Contact Ryan OrtOr\_Or 
Matt Grahn for information, (509) 359-2378 
or (800) 648-7697 
29 -August 3 EWU Resident Golf 
Camp for 7th - 12th graders. Fairways Golf 
Course, 9 miles from Cheney. Cost: $450 
(commuter price for local children only: $325) 
Contact Marc Hughes for information, (509) 
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Eastern Washington University 
300 Showalter Hall 
Cheney, WA 99004-2445 
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30 -August 2 Eagle Basketball Day 
Camp (for boys & girls, 1st - 8th graders), 
9:.00am ·- 4:00pm .EWU Campus, Cheney, 
Cost: $95.Contact Ryan Orton or Matt Grahn 
for information, (509) 359-2378 or (800) 
648-7697 
August 
2-5 Sports Medicine Camp (for high school 
ages). EWU Campus, Cheney. Cost: $230 
(resident), $200 (commuter). Contact Carla 
Baker or Vickie Zimmer for information, (509) 
359-6971/2848 or (800) 648-7697 
3-4 LA Hall ~ lass of 1955 - 57 Reunion, 
Cheney. Contact EWU Alumni Office for 
information, (509) 359-6303 or 
(888) EWU-ALUM 
5 Seahawks Extravaganza & Scrimmage 
Cheney. Contact EWU Alumni Qffice for 
information, (509) 359-6303 or 
(888) EWU-ALUM 
8 Eagle Kickoff Golf Classic 
Meadow Wopd & Liberty Lak,e Golf Courses, 
Spokane. Contact EWU Athletics for 
information, (509) 359-2463 or (800) 648-
7697 
11 Annual Jazz & Blues Festival, noon 
and, new this year, "Extreme Golf Tourna-
ment," 8:00 am. Chewelah. Contact EWU 
Alumni Office for information, (509) 359-
6303 or (888) EWU-ALU M 
September 
26 Fall Instruction Begins 
EWU, Cheney 
October 
6 2nd Annual Governor's Cup, Joe Albi 
Stadium, Spokane. Save the date-details 
coming soon! Contact EWU Alumni Office 
for information, (509) 359-6303 or (888) 
0 
EWU-ALUM 
26 -2?Homecorri,ng 2001, Cheney. 
Mark your calendars ... details coming soon! 
Contact EWU Alumni Office for information, 
(509) 359-6303 or (888) EWLJ.;ALUM 
26-27class of 1976 & 1951 Reunion 
Cheney. Mark your calendars ... details coming 
soon! Contact EWU Alumni O,ffice for 
information, (509) 359-6303 or 
(888) EWU-ALUM 
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